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I. Iln'RODUCTION 

Molecular distillation is one !'orm ot high vacuum, 

short-path distillation. The three basic requirements tor 

unobstructed, short-path distillation are: an evaporating 

surface over which a thin film of distilland is distributed, 

a condensing surface, and a suitable system for evacuat1na 

the space between the two surf' aces. When the distance 

between the evaporating and co ndens1ng surf'aces is 

comparable to the mean f'ree path of the vapor molecules in 

the residual gas, the process is known as molecular 

distillation. 

Thia relatively new process is now an industrial 

reality and can be eoono!llically applied to the pur11'ication 

and separation of heat-sensitive, high-boiling materials 

which cannot be separated in conventional stills. The 

use of the centrifugal molecular still permits the 

distillation of organic substances which sui'fer thermal 

degradation even under the conditions of the conventional 

high vacuum still. Included among these materials are the 

so-called "undizstillables." which include the natural fats 

and waxes, sugar derivatives, p3troleum r~idues, and dyea. 
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The development or the molecular still has passed 

through three prominent stages; from the crude pot still 

developed in 1922, to the falling-film type still developed 

in 1935, and then to the much improved but still very 

inflexible centrifugal molecular still developed in 1944 
by Hickman• Advancement and development to the present 

day commercial stills has largely come a.bout since that 

date. Despite the many improvements, however, the 

centr1tuga1 stills have continued to remain poor in aeparatory 

powers and are thermally inet.ficient. In addition, they 

are too compact in construction and too inflexible in 

design to perm.it proper study of the f'undamenta1 factors 

a!'fect1ng their performance, One of the major problems 

in the CX) nstruction of the centrifugal stills, yet to be 

solved satisfactorily, is the prevention of leaks through 

the bearings and packing of the rotor shaf't. 

The purpose of this investigation w~s to redasign 

and reconstruct a £ive-inch ina.gnet1oa1ly-dr1ven centri.1U.gal 

still, with the following objects in views (l) to eliminate 

leaks around the rotor shaft by constructing a magnetically 

driven rotor, completely sealed within the still head and 

having no direct connections between the rotor shatt and 

the drive shaft of the motor; and (2) to gain flexibility 
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in the operation or the at111 by the use or an enlarged 

bell jar and the addition or a water-cool9 d condenaer 

within the bell jar. 
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II. LITERATURE R~VIEW 

A review or the literature on molecular distillation 

is presented in this section under the headings ot 
terminology, theory and application, and molecular still 

operation. 

Terminology 

Since molecular distillation is considerably ditferent 

trom ordinary distillation, explanation and definition 

of terminology is desi1•&ble for the sake of clarity. 

Distillatiou. In general, distillation is the term 

applied to vaporization ~rooesses in which the vapor 

evolved is recovered, usually by condensation. For 

emphasis of differentiation between the various applioationa 

o:r the term, the :following distillation methods are 

considered. 

Conventional Distillation. According to Carey 
(24) 

"Distillation is the separation of the constitutents 

of a liquid mixture by partial vaporization of the 

mixture and soparate recovery of vapor and residue. 

The more volatile conatitutents of the original 

, 
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mixture are obtained in increased concentration in 

the vapor; the lesa volatile in greater concentration 

in the liquid residue.n Distillation 1a a term 

properly applied only to those operations where 

vaporization of a liquid mixture yields a vapor phase 

containing more than one constitutent,, and 1t ia 

desired to recover one or more or these constitutents 

in a nearly pure state. 

Unobstructed-Path Distillation. 

made a differentiation between two types ot 
distillation which may occur in a high vacuum., but 

does not quantitatively define high vacuum. The 

procesa of unobstructed-path distillation ia described 

as the process of tree tranarer of molecules under 

high vacuum trom evaporator to condenser. 

Molecular Distillation. The second type ot tree 

transfer ot molecules under high vacuum from evaporator 

to condenaer is a limitation of the process just 

described. When the distance of transrer from 

evaporator to condenser 1s comparable to the mean free 

path of the vapor molecules in the residual gas the 

process is known as molecular distillation <42 ). 
Mole cular or non-equilibrant distillation rece1 ved 

its name tram the tact that vaporization is carried 
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out in a vacuum so nearly perfect that "almost" 

every molecule travels toward the condensing suri'ace 

unhindered by the presence or other molecules with 

a minimum or return to the main body of liquid. 

In high vacuum distillation, only the molecules at 

the evaporating surface enter into the process and at 

any given instant, all other molecules in the bulk or 

the distill&nd layer need not be considered as part 

of the distilling proceas{l)• 

Basic Dif!erenoes in Distillation Prooedures<24>. In 

convent1ona1 distillation processes, distillation begin• at 

a well defined temperature, there is a definite boiling 

point ot the material being distilled, and the distil.lattn 

process is accompanied by ebullition of the distilland. 

A dynamic equilibrium exists between the liquid and the 

vapor phases thus causing a large proportion of the molecules 

evaporating .from the liquid surface to return to the same 

liquid surface. 

In contrast, in high-vacuum distillation processes, 

there is no well defined temperature at which distillation 

begins. Diatillation ocours at any temperature as long as 

a thermal gradient exists between the condenser ana the 

evaporator. 1"e to the high vacuum maintained during the 

procesa, there is effectively no super1noll1'1bent air pressure 
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on the material being distilled and consequently there ia 

no well defined boiling point or attending ebu.ll1t1on or 
d1st1lland. The distilling vapor molecules pass directly 

from the vaporizing surface to the condensing surface with-

out having to pass through a barrier of air molecules, thus 

the number of distilling molecules returning to the liquid 

is therefore considered insignificant. As a consequence, 

a dynamic ::c-:_~J111br1um between vapor and liquid phases does 

not exist during high-vacuum distillation. Ideal 

distillation conditions are attaiie d uhen the number of 

L10lecul.e ~ ·. , ~.~g condensed is equal to the number of molecules 

of the distilland evaporating from the distilland surface. 
(1) High Vacuum. Anderson has suggested that the term 

"high vacuum" need be given a more restrictive meaning 

than in ordinary usage. The term "h.tgh vacuum" should be 

considered to exist only when tha pre~sure is sufficiently 

low so that the mean t:ree pRth of the vapor molecules in 

the residual gas ia of the flal11e order of magnitude as the 

size of the container. 

The units of pressure adopted in high vacuum ~'Ork are 

millimeters of mecury and fractions thereof and the micron. 
(35) 

Molecular distillations are generally conducted at 

pressures of 1 to 7 Microns, with about 3 microns providing 

the economj.o level in industrial applications. 
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Distilland. In distillation processes, and in molecular 

distillation in particular, the feed mixture to be 

distilled is referred to as the "d1st1lland." 

Residue. The und1st1lled portion of the distllland 

is referred to as the "residue." 

Distillate. That portion of the distilland removed 

as vapor and condensed is referred to as the "distillate" 

product. 

Theory and Application 

Although molecular distillation was, until only 

recently, a laboratory technique used exclusively for 

research purposes, it has in the past decade moved into tie 

che?!lical industry on the tonnage prodl.!ct1.:-n ')a.sis. 
(26,27,42,51) 

Numerous bibliographical referAnces to the 

theory, development, and application cf nolecular distillation 

ore available and have been reviewed for a better under-

standing of one of the newest of unit operations. 

Theory of Molecular Distillation. Some of the theory 

un~erlying the basic principles of molecular distillation 

1s presented in the following paragraphs. 

Mean Free Path. Glasstone (J4) defines the mean 

free path of a molecule as the aver~ge distance the 

molecule travels between two aucceaeive collisions. 
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A mathematical expression tor the detel'Minat1on of 

the m.eAn tree pnth ot o. molecule was proposed on the 

basis ot Gl11.sstone 's definition. Maxwell modified 

the expression to take into account the relationship 

between relative velocity and actual velocity when a 

n\Ullber of molecules a1l in motion ar~ present. The 

expression 1n ita present tcr:~ • ·:: 

where: 

1 :- mean tree path ot molecule, centimeters 

N = Avagadro •s number, 6.06 x 1023 

V ::volume ot one gram mole ot the gas at the 

existing pressure, cubic centimeters 
-8 r:r"!JI nVArnge diameter o~ molecule, 2 x 10 

centimeters 

1T = a constant. 

It is of interest to ncte that the mean tree path 

ot a gas molecule is independent of 1 ts molecular 

weight since it does not appear in the expression. 

However. the accuracy of the expression is limited by 

the assumption ot an average diameter tor all gas 

colecules. 
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Dist1llab111ty. For distillation under any 

conditions, the rate cf distillation of a substance 

is roughly .:1roportlonal to its concentration and to its 

vapor pressure. For molecular distillation, the rate 
(30) of distillation is proportional to its number or 

molecules Rnd the probability that any molecule will 

distill. This probability or tendency to distill is 
(37) 

called the "d1at1llabil1ty". It is also defined 

as the ratio of the number ot molecules of a given 

species leaving tho distilling surface in any &'11all 

interval compared with the number of similar 

molecules remaining widistilled in the surface la'J'8r 

during the same interval. 

Rate of Diatillation()l)• For distillation under . 
any conditions, the rate of distillation of a \ 

substance iA roughly proportional to its oc~eentraticn 
' 

and to its vapor pressure. In moleculRr distillation, 

heat is supplied to the d1at1lland under almost 

equilibrium conditions and the majority of the molecules 

leaving the evaporator are collected almost immediately 

by the condenser. Thus, the rate of heat input ( at 

constant temperature) and the shape of the still are 

not significant variables as in the case of ebullient 

distillation. In molecular distillation, the rate of 

distillation ie proportional to the product of the 
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number ot molecules and the prob 8bll1ty that the 
i 

molecule will distill. Thia probability or tendency 

to distill, as has been stated before, is ca1led the 
(32) 

8 dist1llab1l1t7." According to &nbree , more 

exact but leas illuntlnating definitions are: "The 

diatillabilit7 or a substance is proportional to it• 

rate or distillation divided by its concentration" or 

"the ~ate or distillation or a substance ia proportional 

to the produot or its concentration and its 

d1atillabilit7." Algebraically expressed, 

Y= kND 

whore: 

V• rate of distillation, mols per second 

k: proportionally constant 

N: concentration, mol traction 

Il: distillability. 
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It the distilland be considered an ideal 

solution, the partial pressure of the substance 

considered may be taken aa N times £• 1. e., the mol 

fraction times the vapor pressure or the pure substance. 

The rate of distillation, then, by Larigmuir•a equation 

is: 

where: 

l 
2 MRT 

n • rate or distillation, mols per second 

N • concentration, mol traction 

P • vapo~ pressure, dynes per square centimeter 

A a area of distilling surface, square 

contlmeters 

M • molecular weight 

R • ideal gas constant 

T • temperature, degrees Kelvin. 

Langmuir's equation also 1ndlc:itas that the rate 

of distillation is proportional to tl1e surface area. 

In ot:1er wo1~ds, r.iolacula.r d1st1llat1on is a surface 

phenomenon and subject to the limitations 1.mpo!'led 

thereby. As tho molecular weight and viscosity ot the 

distilling liquid is increased, replenishment ot the 
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desired component in the surface layer becomes ot 

major concern. Hickman<42 > has indicated that it is 

imperative to keep the layer of distilling liquid, 

or dis-:;illand, liB thin as posdible for this reason 

and also to redu~e the risk or thermal decomposition. 

Tl1ermal Hazard. One ot the greutest virtues ot 
high vacuum d1st1l.lat1on is the ability to distill 

auccoJ&fu:l.ly substances of high molecular weight which 

are thormal.ly unstable and cannot ue distilled by the 

conventional distillation proc'1ases. '.l'he thermal 

sxposw. .. e becomes increasingly lmpoi•tant as the size 

of the :molecule becomes larger. 'l'he quantity ot 
distilland beill8 heated and the time ot heating 

contribute to tho therinal expouure of the sub.stance. 
(.31) According to the hazard index concept , the 

decomposition hazard, ~' is the product of' time, ~in 

seconds of exposure anu f., pressure in microns, 

exp:ressed as: 

D • t x P 

It is noted by liickman and Embree (2<)) that the thermal 

hazard encountered by the centrii'ugal molecular still 

is far less than with any other type of still. 
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Limitation of Procesa. In true molecular 

distillation, equilib1 .. ium does not exist between the 

vapor and liquid, 1. e., mol0cule5 do not reenter the 

diatllland. ~ho quantity or a given material distill-

ing a.t n r;iven tampei•ature is proportional to P.A'if 

!.Hl 1nd1ca.tcd by the Langrnuil .. dqUE:'..tion <48 ) and the 

relnt1ve quantities of two or rno~e constituents are: 

Pi/ "\fMi' pt/ ffz • • • • • pr/ l l\i • 

This property of molecular distillation makes it 

1mp0s,:-;~.ble to separato, by a single distillation, 

substances having P1/iJMl : P2/ifM;. In many 

molecular distillation operations, where the vapor 

pressure and/or r10leculor weight of the constituents 

do not d1f'fer radically, the molecular still simply 

increases the concentration of one constituent in the 

distillate rather than ~1v1ng a sharp separation. 

Ibwever, the nolecular still is valuable because 

distillation is ~ccompolished at very low temperatwm, 

not because it gives good separations 
(43) 

• 
Azeotrop1c mixtures, which cannot be readily 

separatod in the ordiruu7 still, nay be separated by 

molecular distillation provided their r:'lolecular 

weights are different. 
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Types of Molecule.I' Stills. The development ot the 

molecular still has progressed through three prominent 

stages (35): (1) the pot still with a "boiling flask" 

similar to t;hat employed in conventional distillation but 

operating under high vacuu111 and with a condenser relatively 

close to the !1bo1ling flask !t, { 2) the falling-film a till 

where the distilland is metered to the vacuum chs.mber, 

degassed, and allowed to pass in a. thin film down the walls 

or the evaporator, and (3) the centrifugal still where the 

dist1lland is metered to and passes over a rotor generallJ 

housed in a bell jnr and eupported on a shatt to the motor 

drive. Tal>le I. page 22, ahown the transition from the 

earliest pot still to the centri!'ugal stills giving the 

approximate dateJ when each type of still was developed 

and the film thickness iUld times of exposure encountered 

in tho .it1ll. 

Early Still;.1. Tho molecular still or Bl.~onated 
. (' J) 

iL'"ld von Hevesy 4- uas relatively simple in oonatruction, 

consisting of two concentric flasks. The outer vessel 

served as a boiler and the inner, cooled with liquid 

air, served as a condenser. The spnoe between the 

two vessels was evacuated to 10-J :mm Hg and tho mecU17 

was slowly distilled at this pressure. Burch(2l) 

later described o.n apparatus, adapted from that ot 



!ABLE I 

tmnniilip ta I& St1]1 i2 Centdfpp1 BM]] 

Approx APJ:RWE )b1ecalar Apprm T.1me D1st1]lmt 
Date TJpe of Still Tbiclmea•(a) Thickness Cb) f4hpoam-e 

1922 IAiboratar.J ~ sUll 1-5 C1I 5 z lD7 1-S hr 

1928 l.eborator,r tny still. O.l-1 am 5 z lD6 S-60 lld.D 

5z10'~ 
I 

1930 Leborat017 tal.liJ:e-,tilll still. o.l-0.3 a 10-SO aeo Iv 
;'\,) 

1935 Indua\rial ~ still 1-3 m S x 105 WO min 
I 

1936 Laborato17 oentrUugal still 0.01-0.02 - 'z llY 0.04""'°.os aeo 

191.0 Industrial oentritagal stlll. o.03-0.06 1111 l x 104 O.l-1 -
lC).42 B!gb-speecl oentritugal rim sWJ. e.001-0.oos m 4 :z: JD2 0e00l-Oe005 AO 

f~ .A68\ld.Dg similar thr= tor 88llB un!:\ area ot all stills. 
b .lslnll:l.nc that \he mo ~~tat has an ettective d1amter ot lS I. 

B1olrnmn1 K. c. D.a 8 Sc1911D8 in Progress," P• 217 • Ye.la 
Un1Ttll"aiV Pnee, Rev Bnm• Cam., 1945. 4th Series 
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Bronsted and von Hevesy, in which petroleum products 

were subjeot$d to molecular distillation. The 

apparatu:J c~n31sted of 3. horizontal, eleotrical.11-

!leated tray of coppor, h!l.ving a surface area of 40 
s;uare ~entimeters ~nd a cap1city of 30 cubic 

centL~~tcrs of d1stilland. surrounding the tray waa 

a water-cooled condenser, havin3 a surface area ot 200 

squ•1rn cant!meters, placed at a •slight' angle to the 

horizont~. A spout at the lower end of the condenser 

was evacuated by a mecU19f condensation pump without 

tho u:1•) of a cold trap. Te111peratures woro me!l.sursd b7 

a thermocouple soldered to the ev~porating tray and 

press~es were estimated by r.1eans of a high tona1on 

discharge, It is of 1ntere~t to note that Burch 

incorporated in the nbove appar:itus two or t!le 

:pr4'requ1sit1e11 of n good still; ~he condenser and 

evaporator shoul1 be co'3ribras1ve, without intervening 

obstruction., :.:nd the P':lmP a."ld connecting tube should be 
larse <42>, 

Falling-Film type. Tho next significant step in 

the evol'..ltion of the rn.olocuJ.ar still was the fa111ng-

film t~rpo which w:is deacribed 1n minute detail b7 

llic2JnaA36). This type or otill construction wa~ an 

attempt to overcone ~ome or the factors contributing 

to the rather poor performance of earlier stills. 
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Ono inherent ditficulty encountered in molecular 

distillation is that ebullition nccompanying 

ordinarJ boilinc does not occur and the d1st1llnnd 

remains unstirred during distillation. The distilling 

surface may thu3 becone 1~poveri3hcd of its n.aore 

volatile constituents o.nd coc.ao to be representative 

of the r.ui.in body of tho liquid. As a result. tho 

distillate will contain less of the light and more ot 
the hoavy fraction3 than it should. This difficulty 

cun bo largoly ovarcone by di~tributing the distilland 

in a vory thin layer over th~ d.istilline surface. 

In addition, the whole bulk of the distilland was 

maintained at or abovo the temperature of distillation 

in some stills. such as Burch's still described 

previously, although only the f''1rface a.t any moment ia 

envolved in distillation. Thus, a process whose main 

attribute is avoidance of thermal decomposition may 

actually resul,t in prolonged exposure to heat, Thia 
drawback was el1r.dnated by making the still in two 

parts, one part to store the distilland at low tempera-

ture and the other to oarry out distillation at a 

higher temperature. The mass of distilla.~d was kept 

small compared with that in the storage reservoir and 

the total heat exposure was reduced accordingly. 
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In tho cyclic-column still of Hickman, the 

evaporator Naff a polished ~etal tube 15 centimotera in 

1engt:i..1 and J. 7 cm1tlme~ 'rs :tn d12Illeter. The column 

was hoatad lntornally by a helical electrical heater 

im:l'.>rso:i in oil. ~wo coll·.t.rs o.!.' wire 3auze, one 

having 60 1~eshe.> per i:"lch 1.1.1.d ~ho ot~1er 120 meshes per 

inch, wore fa3toned a:•otmd tho ·!;1.Jp of thu column to 

aid L1 di3tributing the distilland evenly around the 

per1phory of the column. The evaporator waa surrounded 

by a glass, air-cooled condensllr tuba at the bottom ot 
which .v.is an annular trough for collectins d13t1llate. 

Below a.n.d intogr!ll with the colunm we1•0 two storage 

rasorvoirs a."1,d !l r.iagnetic ci1•culo.ting punp made ot 
:tlc~<:el and ~l11ss and operated by an external. electro-

111a0net which received :;'.)c1•iod1c i~pulses ti-om a 

pa:idulll!1. Dy moa.."'ls of o. series of ball val V3S 1neox-po-

rated in the still the rlow of liquids could be 

dirootad as do3ired. In tha con~entrat1on or vitamin 

A, found in haliout liver oil, this still showed an 

80 per cent recovery a3 compared to an of t1c1ency of 

50 per cent uchieved with tho conventional pot still. 

Centrifugal Type. tihile the falling-film type 

.still offered some advantages over earlier types ot 

st1ll3 it was by :i.'lO moans perfect. Its chief detect 

was the tendency ot the distilland to gather into 
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streams or rivulets despite tho various distributors 

that were employed<J7, 2,47) at the top or the columna. 

A rapidly rotating centr1i'ugal still which utilized 

centrifugal force many tlines that of gravity to hold 

the film of diffCillanrl aG:iinst t;:'l.o ava:)cru.tor was built 

by lli.ckman (4.2). 'l'hin still ha<i a sllghtly conl~a.l 
rotor, with a deeper cone at the center, mounted on a 

shaft which in tw"n was placed in bearings housed 1na 

vertical b3ck plate. ~he va~ious con..noctions necees&rJ 

the whole asaenbly ~ms co 1erad wlth .a ball jar which 

3erved as tho oonddnsr.>;,.". DistilJa nJ wa.s fed to the 

and pdssod ilcross the surface of thu cone. Since the 

oono ua3 rotating at 3000 to 6000 r~volutions per 

minate, "Gha Ulatllla.'.ld was J!sch.:il'gGJ !'rom its edge 

as u fine spray into a OtJJ.t.ar-coolcd ;-;attcr. The 

distilln.nd was maintained at the Jlsti..Llation tempera-

tura to~ a t'ractlon of a second in a lg,yer which was 

consider~1bly t!11~mer than h!!d b~un n ~c;.irod with a· 

falling-film .:;till, 3..:; a:-1 L1.3poct;io:i of :'able L will. 

indic.:..t.a. 

'i'wo ~tills of thia tJ;)\! :.mre ...... lrsc offered tor 

sale cornnarcitlly 'uy .Jistlllb ti. :1 P:i.'o.iue ~s, Iacorpo-
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rated, in 1947(46 ). The smaller unit ot the two atilla 

has an evaporator which is 14 inches in diameter. The 

evaporator consists of a cone with a 15° alopo which 

thus embraces an angle ot 105°. This still has a batch 

capacity of 16 liters and a teed rate ot 3 to 12 liters 

per hour. 

The larger unit was designed to handle 50 to 250 
~~ .. ::,) gallons per hour ot oils and heavy chemicals • 

Thia still utilizes a rotating evaporator five teet in 

diameter and shaped like a flower pot. It is 

constructed ot cast aluminum and turned on a precision 

lathe so that the aides of the evaporator slope up-
f . 

ward at a'.1 <tngle of 10 to 25° to the vertical. The 

d1st1lland is allowed to enter at the b~aa ~! the cone 

through a nozzle pointing in the direction of rotation. 

The teed rate and nozzle diameter are such that the 

teed stream is projected onto the cone at the peripheral 

speed of the rotor. The distilland flows up the hot 

sides of tho evaporator and passes over the top into 

a collecting gutter; the und1st1lled residue passes to 

a pump which removes it from the still. The degree ot 

separation is generally between o.8 and 0.95 theoretical 

molecular plate• which is often two or three times as 

good aa that availabi• from a non-tract1onat1ng pipe 

or pot still. The improvement in separation is 
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attributed to the thinness and turbulence of the 

evapornting film on the centrifugal evaporator. 

Enhanced separation is routinely obtained with thia 

still by such alternatives as partial redistillation 

with a single still, partial redistillation with a 

feedback in multiple still assemblies, or rediatilleton 

through t:ractionating barriers, such as a wire mesh 

screen hung between the evaporator and condenser. 

The latest centrifugal molecular still to be 

offered for sale commercially by Distillation Products, 

Incorporated, is a laboratory sea.le batch still with 

a heated five-inch rotor. It is claimed by the 

manufactur6r that d1 stllll tion takes place froJ)l a thin 

film exactly as it does under the condition present 

in larger commercial models. 

Applications of Process. Molecular distills. tion haa 

rendered distillable a whole category of substancea, natural 

and synthetic, which could not be distilled otherwise 

primarily because or thermal decomposition at the high 

temperatures required. The range of usefulness of the 

molecular still is for organic chemicals of molecular weighta 

between 250 and 1200 with a lower range 1£ much oxygen, 
<44> sulfur, or halogens are present in the molecule a • 
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It would be impractical to attempt to give a complete 

list ot all the apec1f1o applications or molecular 

d1at11lat1on which have been reported. However, a list 

ot materiala to which the technique has been applied might 
(27) be calasitied under the following headings 1 
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Vegetable, animal and marine oils for edible and 
drying oil purposes 

Solid fats 

Petroleum oils and jellies 

Long-chain hydrocarbons 

Aromatic hydrocarbons and derivatives 

Vegetable and fruit wax.ea 

Carbohydrates 

Vitamins 

sterols and sterol esters 

Hormones 

Saponina 

Amino acids, polJl>eptides and derivatives 

Condensation polJmera 

Ph:7thaloyl esters 

Dyes 

Drugs 

Miscellaneous substances such as d1giton1n, cholanic 
acid, querbrachol, i\mgoid growths, and others. 

Further information on the application of molecular 

distillation can be found in the abstracts of Detwiler and 
(27 28) (50) 

Markley ' , and Todd , and the bibliographies ot 
Hickms~<42 >, Blasco<4>, Burch(2l), Fawcett< 33 >, Burrowa<23), 

and Waterman and van Vlodrop <52 ). 
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Molecular Still Qperation 

In molecular d1st1llat1on6 the rate of d1atlllat1on ot 
any component and the degree of separation of the componc ta 

of a mixture depend on a number of interdependent variable• 

in the design and operation ot the still. These variables 

include temperature or dist1lland, film thickness, splashing, 

and distance between evaporator and condenser. 

Temperature or Di stilland. The measurement ot the 

temperature of the actively distilling surface ot the 

diatllland presents a problem which has not been satia.fadD-

rily solved. There exists a temperature gradient of ab~ut 

five degrees through the diat~lland in a falling-film 

still(JJ). The temperature gradient is probably leas in 

the contri!'ugal still because of the decrease in film 

thickness. There is also a temperature gradient from the 

center of the rotor to the outer rim which varies with the 

feed temperature and the heat applied to the rotor. The 

customary practice has been to control the average tempera-

ture of the d1stilland be use of a source of heat at a 

constant rotor temperature and a constant temperature 

difference between the evaporator and the condenser. The 

averEll"e temperature of the distllland or a centritugal still 

inay be estimated by inserting a thermocouple in the collect-

ing gutter. 
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Increasing the temperature of distillation increases 

the vapor prosslire of the distilland and hence the rate ot 

distillation. However, it should be recalled that the 

increase in distilling temperature causes a secondary effect 

ot reducing the mean f'ree path which would orwnarily be 

expected to reduce distillation. In general, this slight 

reduction in the rate of distlllation will be much more 

than compensated by the increase resulting from the in-

creased vapor pressure. According to F'awcett (.33) the 

highest gross distillation will occur at the highest 

poasible temperature short of decomposition , even though 

the distillation may shift from the moleculal" to tho non-

molecular type. 

Film Thickness of Distilland. 'l'he exact etteot or the 

i'ilm thickness on molecular distillation is unknown. Recent 

still design has attempted to reduce the film thickness 

1n order to insure that dit!\lsion will take plnce 

sufficiently rapid to make the surface or distilling layer 

representative of the 1"'lu1d beneath. 

A most important factor in molecular distillation is 
<44> the surface of the distilling liquid, or distill.and • 

It must be remembered that only this surtace is involved in 

the distillation. Momontarily, none of the other molecules 

in tho still need be there. The only reason they are in 

the still is to replenish the surface layer, While only 
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the molecules that are at the surface are needed for 

distillation, all the molecules waiting their turn in the 

still are at the same temperature and thus, exposed to 

thermal decomposition. The reasoninr; behind a desire tor 

a thin layer of distilland is evident. 

A formula for the relat1onah1p=(4.2) ·between the rotor 

speed and film thickness tor centrifugal f!'tills ma1 be 

expressed as: 

where: 

log u a K ---l 
log L 

u = velocity. revolut1ona per minute 

K = proportionality constant 

L =-film thickness, mlllimf')ters. 

This formula was dete:rmined througr. ~ stuciy ot the spiral 

atreama caused by teeding both colored and colorleaa oils 

slightl7 ott rotor center and at the rotor center, 

respectively. Since the colored oil was appliod eccentric-

ally. '~ f~rmed a small separate stream within the main 

colorless stream and the composite pattern ot alternate 

colored and colorless spirals proceeded putward f'rom the 

center ot the rotor. Tho thickness at any position was 

determined to be directly proportional to the distance 
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between the spirals and inversely proport1ona1 to the 

area ot the particular portion of the rotor conEidered, 

The persistanco of the spiral pattern a..oross tho rotor is 

interpreted as 1nd1cat1nc; that the distilland is present in 

such a tri-1.n f1L"n thnt thEl evaporating sur.face at any moment 

represents the conposition or the fil.I:l beneath. The 

dif!Usion is so rupid that all of tho nolecules will come 

to the surface at some time durillS the travel across the 
(33) rotor. According to Fawcett 1 a concentration gradient 

will be set up through the film if the rate of evaporation 

is greater than the rate of diffusion to the outer layer. 

A concentration gradient ulll be of 1mport.'.1Ilco in decreasing 

the efficiency of tno process because (l} the gross rate 

ot evaporation will decrease as the ~ore volatile constituents 

are stripped out of the d!stilland ~nd tho vapor pressure 

decreased, and (2) the fractionating power will decrease 

since excessive quantities of the less volatile co~ponent 

will appear in the cllstillate and the more volatile will 

appear in tha residue. 

Splashing. In the preceeding section one reason for 

keeping the distilland film very thin was advanced; namely, 

to have a .film eo thin that diffusion takes place rapidly 

enough to make surface composition of the distilling film 

representative of the liquid beneath. The socond reaaon 

is to prevent splashing, or bubbling of the distilland. 
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Splashing will a!'fect the degree ot separation obtainable 

in molecular distllla t1on since substances of lower 

volatility will be carried into the d.1at1llate. The 

ma1nta1nance or a thin film on the rotor will not by 1 taelt 

insure the absence or splashing, but it does aid greatly 

in degassing the distilland, Improper degassing and too 

rapid evaporation have been ment1oned(42) as the major oausea 

ot splashing. Too rapid evaporation would likely occur it 
the heat imput to the distilland and the subsequent tempera-

ture of distillation were higher than necessary tor proper 

distill at ion. 

Distance Between ~'vaporator and Condenser. The mean 

rree path considerations have been diacussed in a preceeding 

section. In general, variations of the gap between the 

evaporator and condenser do not produce any very noticeable 

variations in still performance provided that the gap does 

not become larger than the mean free path of the molecule&. 

It is also ~ossible that the gap may be reduced to such an 
(33) extent thnt distillation rate will be decreased • 

Distillation tests made using linseed oil with gaps varying 

tx-om 1 ~o 6 centimeters showed no s1Gn1f1cant change. A 

gap or o.S centimotera resulted 1n docreased distillation. 

The closeness of tho condenser to the cvorornting surface 

tended to permit the return of sono of the vaporized molecules 

to the d1st1111nc surface which would not hn.ve returned other-

wise. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL 

Presented in thia section are the purpose and plan ot 
the investigation, a list of materials and apparatus used 

in the conatruotion, and the methods ot procedure uaed ln 

the design and conati-uction of the mlecula.r still t1Dd 

acceaaoriea. 

Purpo•• ot the Inveat1sat1on 

'l'he purpose ot th1a investigation was to redesign 

and reconatruct a tive-inch magnetically-driven centritugal 

molecular atUl, with the following objects in v1ewi (1) to 

•llminate leaks attound the rotor aha.rt by constructing a 

nagneticD.llJ•dr1ven rotor, completel7 sealed within the 

still head and having no direct connections between the 

rotor ahart and the drive ahatt or the motor; and (2) to 

gain flex1b111t7 in the operation ot the still by use ot 
an enlarsed bell jar and the addition or a water-cooled 

condenser within the bell jar. 
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Plan or Investigation 

The investigation was carried out according to the 

rollowing plan: 

Review or the Literature. All available literature 

pertaining t.o molecu1ar distillation was reviewed ror a 

thorough understanding or the subject, with part1cu1ar 

attention being devoted to design reatures ~nd recommendat1ona 
b t19) y Bull • 

Design or Magnetic Drive. The still head and magne1So 

drive were designed to tu.notion as an integrated unit, 

with the necessary design changes being made to the base 

plate to simplify operation or the entire still. Sketchea 

were then made or the proposed assembly. Brass was used 

as the material or construction for the base plate, still 

head, and component parts or the magnetic drive. 

Construction or Feed Lines and Accessory Equipment. 

In order to centralize and facilitate the operation or the 

still, a panel board was constructed from which all 

operational changes to the still could be made. The flow 

lines an.d necessary tanks were constructed or aluminum, 

while the vacuum lines were constructed or copper tubing. 

The tanks were tested for leaks before being installed 

into the unit proper. The flow lines and necessory 
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additional equipment were then installed and secured into 

place in the s1stem. The electrical circuits neceasaJ7 

to complete the unit were then made and connected to the 

panel board. 

Vacuum Tests. Vacuum tests were made to determine 

the effectiV6ness of the design changes which had been 

incorporated in the still. The tests served alsu to 

indicate any leaks that would hinder the future operation 

ot the still. 
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Materials 

The following materials were used 1n the course of 

this investigation: 

~. Meets specification u. s. N. 51F4A, ArtrrJ' Air 

Corp a No ll.3].6A, and Array Ordance Department No AXS - 500. 

Used as flux for silver soldering o.f copper tubing-titting 

connections. 

Grease. High.vacuum, celvacene heavy, lot No 665. 
Manutactured by Consolidated Vacuum Corporation (formerly 

Distillation Products Industries), Rochester, N. Y. Used 

in testing for leaks around .fittings and tanks in assembled 

set-up. 

Oil. Amoil-S, stock No 8815. Obtained !'rom 

Consolidated Vacuum Corporation (formerly Distillation 

Products Industries), Rochester, N. Y. Used as working 

fluid in diffusion pU.."llpS • 

.Q!!_, Cenco, hyvac, Ho 930500. Obtained from Central 

Scientific Company, Chicago, Illinois. Used as lubricant 

and sealine .fluid in Cenco hyvac and meenvac forepumps. 

Pilot Dye, 1, li-dimethyl diruninoanthraquinone, chemical 

foriuula, c16H:i.4o2u2• Obtained t~ough courtesy Tennessee 

Eastmnn Company, Kingsport, Tonnessoe. Used as pilot dye 

in test run. 
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Solder. Sil-fos, 15~ silver content alloy, starts 

to melt at 1185 °F and ia completely liquid at 1300 °F. 

Distributed by Southorn Oxygen Compa.ny, Hoanoke, Virginia. 

Used in wolding numerous connections in the construction 

of the still. 

The .following equipment and ap11aratua were required 

to perform this investigation: 

£!?!.!• Dry, No 6, 1-1/2 v. Manufactured by the Natinal 

Cn?"bon Company, Cleveland, Ohio. U:-Jed in corLjunction w1 th 

potentiometer for thermocouple calibration. 

£!!!• Standard, Eppley, f!tudent, ca.clrn!U!l1., U."lsaturatad, 

catalog No 11-506-38. Obtained from Fisher scientific 

Co.rnpnny, Sil vor Spri~. !-:1ryland. Used for zero balancing 

of potentiometer. 

Feed ?ump. Nitralloy Rotary Gear, size 4327-01-85557, 
serial No 3081~, rotation either direction; rr..aximur.1 capacity 

20 to 25 cubic inches per minute at 1750 r;>m. Pump 

equipped with sta.YJ.dard mowiting br~ckets; specially !'1tted 

with oil cup l-io 100.3 and with 1/4-inch IPT for No 1600 caat 

iron lantern rill(;. Cbtainod from J;orthern Ordance Pump 

Compr-my, Iannea}YJ11s, Hin..."lesota. Used to circulate feed 

mixture to and fro~ 3till. 
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Feed and Product Syatem. Drawing 2, page 55 , shova 

the teed and product system used in this investigation. 

The component parts ot the system are: 

Heater Element. Thermal.ink, model No 42T2C2. 

0.281-inoh outside diameter, :tlexible copper sheath, 

230 v, ac, 1750 w. Obtained from Electro-Therm 

Incorporated, Silver Spring, Mar7land. Used aa 

aux1l1ary heater to prehoat the feed. 

~1tt1nga. SWagelok, braas aaaorted 

tees, adapters, valves tor 1/4-inch copper tubing and 

1/4 and 5/16-inch alurnimmi tubing. Obtained :trom 

Shelby Jones Company, Havertown, Pennaylvania. Used 

in connecting copper and alur.dnun flow lines in the 

system. 

Tank, Loading. See item g, Drawing 21 page 55 ,, 
copper, cyl1ndr1eal1 1-1/2 inches outside diameter, by 

2·1/4 incbos high, open at one end, concave bottom 

with 1./4-inch tubing welded to center tor dl-o.1n. 

Constructed in the Chemical. Engineering Department, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. 

Used as reed loading tank. 

Tanks, Feed and Residue. Aluminum, cylindrical, 

6-1/2 inches outside diameter by 7 inches high, closed 

at both ends, top tlat, bottom concaved tor drainage, 

all Swagelok conneot1ons with 1/8-inch male adapters. 
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See items !.. and ,!!. Drawing 2 1 page 55 • Constructed 

in the Industrial Engin~ering Shops Department, 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksb'l1l'g1 Virginia. 

Tank J used aa primary reed tank, and tank H used in - -
conjunction with calibration or reed pump. 

Tank, Distillate. Aluminum, cylindrical, 4-1/2 ., 
inchoa lutside diameter by S 1nchos high, closed both 

ends,neoeesary connect1ons for venting, evacuation, 

entry and drainage of product. See item !f., Dra.w1?13 

2 1 page 55. Constructed in the Industrial 

Engineering Shops Department, Virginia Polytechnic 

Inatituto, Blacksburg, V1rgin1=i. Used aa collecting 

tank for product. 

Tapo, Ilea.ting. Electrothormal, 130 v, a.c, 3.8 

amps maximum. Hade in E-asland. Obtained from E. 

Ma.chlett and Son, New York, N. Y, Used tor prelimi• 

nal'7 heating of toed and d1.stilJ.ate tanks, ruid 

distillate-product draw-orr lino, 

Tub1~. Aluminum, 1/4 and 5/16-inch. Obtained 

f'rom Shelby Jones Company, Havortoun, Pennsylvnnia. 

Used for all nou, vacuum, and vent lines in feed and 

product systor.i. 

Galvanometer. Pointer type, DC 1 cntclog no ll-506-27, 

model D with scale or 60 divisions of l millimeter each, 

sons1t1v1ty, 0,20 microampere per millimeter. Obtained 
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f'rom Fisher So 1ent 1t1c Company, Silver Spring, Marfland. 

Used in conjunction with potont1ometer tor temperature 

readings of feed and rea1due thermocouples during cali-

bration. 

Gage. McLeod, vacuum, type r.m-07, triple range, table 

model, pump operated, range O to 5000 microns. Manu-

factured by and obtained from Consolidated Vacuum Corporation 

(rormerly Distillation Product8 Incorporated), Rochester, 

N. Y. Used to measure vacuum 1n the molecular still. 

Hot Plate. Fisher autemp, catalog lb ll-467-1, model 

! ror 115 v, ac. Obtained trom Fisher scientific Comp~, 

Silver Spring, Maryland, Used to heat oil bath in 

thermocouple calibration. 

Instrument Panel. The following items are mounted 

on the instrument panel for the still. 

Autotre.ns1'crmers. Eight used, poweratat, type 

116, 115 v, 60 07, ac, l KVA maximum. Manui'actured 

by Superior ~"'l.ectric Compan.y, Bristol, Connecticut. 

One powerstat oach used to control temperature or 
rotor heater, ~eed preheater, rotor spee4, residue, 

product, and feed tank heaters, and two used to 

control temperatures of the two di!fu.11on pur.ips. 

Pilot Lights. One-hundred ten volts alternating 

current. Obtained from General Slectr1c Supply, 
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Roanoke, Virginia. Used to control now in various 

circuits 

SW1tches. Single-pole, single-throw, toggle. 

Obtained 1."r<>m General h'l.ect~ic Supply, Roanoke, 

Virginia. Used in various circuits on the instrument 

panel. 

Magnets. Fi:rty used, pezwma.nent type, No 4Y21P4, at7le 

rectangular U sintered shape, ground and magnetized. 

Obtained from Pel'l!lag Compaey 1 Brooklyn, New York. Used 

as oomponent pa.l't o t magnetic dl'i ve • 

Motor. Electric, companion type SPH, single phase, 

ll.$ v, 60 cy, ae, 1/4 hp, 1750 ~m. Obtained trom Sears, 

Roeouck and Colll!>any, Roanoke, Vii-g1nia. Used to drive 

teed pump. 

Motor. '1'1P~ ADS, style 957656-B, aerial KU, 1/4 hp, 

50 °c temperatur~ r1ae, 115 v, 60 cy, ao, 101 000rpm, 

variable speed. Manufactured by Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Used as drive tor 

rotor. 

Potentiometer. Fisher, type 31 catalog Uo ll·506-l, 
two ranges, O to 0.017 v, and 0 to i.70 v. Obtained .from 

Fisher Scientific Company, Silver Spring, I·~land. Used 

to measure voltage across thermocouples for calibration 

purpoaes. 
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still Bead Assembly. Drawing l, page 53 1 shows an 

a:Jserz:tbly drawing of the atill head. rrhe component parts 

of the assembly are described as follows: 

Dase Plate. Shown as item p, brass, 15 inches 

in diameter, 1-1/2 inches thich; drilled to accommodate 

feed inlet, vacuum, d13t1llate, and residue outlets, 

rotor heate~ leads (spark plugs), vacuum gage and 

residue thermocouple outlets, t1nd water connections 
I <J 

for tl1a con.denser; circular groove 8-5/16 inches I. l>. 

bJ 9-5/8 inches o. D. by 1/16-in~h deep cut into the 

face ot plate to accommodate silicone gasket for seal 

between bell jar and base plate. Original Plate 

obtained fx'om &rdth-Courtney Company, Richmond, 

Virginia. Hoditications ma.de in the Industrial 

Engineering Sbo~s Department, V1~g1n1a PolJtechnic 

Institute, Blacksburg, Virginia. 

BenrillG Ji>u.a1ng. Shown aa item ~ l>rasa, 3-1/4 
inc~s long by 6 inches o. D., end section one inch 

long by l+ inches o. D., drilled to accommodate 

boa.ring 2-5/8 inches long by 4 inches o. D. Bearing 

drilled to accommodate l/2-1nch shat"t set in two parte 

ot 1/2 .. inoh roller bearings. Sha.ft threaded on one 

end for rotor connection, and drilled on opposite end 

to make connection with machined flange 7/8-inch wide 
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b7 2-7/8 inches in diameter. Twenty-t'ive permanent 

Alnico magnet a, 7/8-inch long by l/4-inch wide by 

1/2-inch high, bolted to outside ot' nange with 25 
1/8-inoh machim bolta. Machined t'l'om 6-inch diameter 

by 12-inch long braaa rod. Rod obtained .from Noland 

Company, Roanoke, Virginia. Mod1t'1cat1ons and 

machining done by the Industrial Engineering Shops 

Department, Virginia Polytechn1o Institute, Blacksburg, 

Virginia. Ueed to contain bearings tor magnetic drive 

and to serve as the inner section of the dr1 ve. 

Bell Jei-. Pyrex, high form, 14-1/2 inches long 

by 8-7/16 inches inside diameter. Obtained from 

Fisher Scientific Company, New York, N. Y. Used to 

enclose rotor and to form vacuum chamber t'or distill· 

at ion. 

Collecting Gutter. Soe item F, Drawing 2, page 55. -
Rolled bronze; gutter construe tad to fit around the 

periphery or ro~or with a clearance or 1/32-inch; 

outside diameter or gutter ia 5-3/4 inches; inside 

diameter is 4-1/4 1nchea; thickness is 3/4-inch. 

Soldered to the back or the gutter ia a 3/4-inch 

copper sleeve, 4-.3/4 inches in diameter with a 1/4-inch 
lip to catch any dripping or overflow trom the gutter, 

There ia a 5/16-inch copper tubing outlet on the 

outer edge ot' the gutter and a corresponding outlet 
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on the sleeve extension. Both outlets enter a common 

header that serves aa the residue draw-otr line. 

Fabricated by the Comas Cigarette Machine Comp&nJ, 
Salem, Virginia. Will be used to collect the residue 

of the feed mixture as it is thrown from the edge ot 
the rotor in a fine spray during tests. 

Gasket. Silaatic, No 7-170, silicone rubber, 

8-J/8 inches I. D. by 9-l/2 inches o. D. by 1/8-inch 

thick. Obtained from Dow-Corning Corporation, Midland, 

Jldchigan. Used .for seal between bell jar and base 

plate of the still. 

Heater. Chromalox ring element, catalog No A-20, 

type A, 115 v, 60 cy, ac, )00 w, chrome steel sheath, 

single heat, for temperatures up to 1200 OF maximum. 

Obtained .from Edwin L. Wiegand Company, Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania. Used as heater for rotor. 

outside Hous1ns. Shown as item £:, Drawing l. 

Brass, 3-5/8 inchaa long by 6 inches o. D. Machined 

to accommodate flange .5-3/16 inches o. D. by 7/8-inoh 

deep, and l/2-inch drive shaft set in two aets or 1/2-

inch roller bearings preus .fitted into the housing. 

One end of shaft bolted to .flange, other end fitted 

with nexible coupling for a connection to motor. 

Used to accommodate outer section of magnetic drive. 



Rotor. Shown as item !:• Drawing 2, aluminum; 

outside diameter 4.11 inches, thickness at outer 

edge 2.075 inches, angle of inclination or rotor 

surface 52-l/2 degrees, slant height of rotor surface 

2.59 inches. Fabricated by Coma8 Cigarette Machine 

Company, Salem, Virginia. Used as the evaporating 

surface of the still. 

Spark Plugs. AC, Uo 45; side contacts removed, 

l/2-inch length or a Uo 10 bolt was welded to the 

center terininala to attach heater leads. Base plate 

drilled and tapped to accommodate plugs; vacuum-tight 

seal obtained by tightening plugs down on lead gaskets. 

Manufactured by General Motors Corporation, Detroit, 

Michigan. Used to connect heater to electric power 

source through base plate. 

Thermocouples. Copper-constantan. Constructed from 

3/32-inch copper tubing (serving a9 copper lead) and 

insulated Leeds and Uorthrup No 24 constant an wire. Wire 

inserted into tube and beaded at one end forming junctionJ 

junction secured and made vncuum tight by fusing the copper 

and coMtantan together at the junction. Thermocouples 

inserted into the teed and vacuum linos through the run ot 
an aluminum-tubing tee and secured into place by compreaaion 

fittings around a 1/4-inch collar soldered to the thermo-

couple tube. Constantan wire obtained from Leeds and 
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liorthl-up Comparq, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Used to 

aeoUl'e temperatures of residue and teed d\ut1ng operation 

ot the still. 

Thermometer. Certified, catalog Uo 15-040, range 

-10 to ,300 °c in 1/10 °c increments. Obtained from Eimer 

and Amond, ?lew York, N. Y. Used in calibration of the 

thermocouples. 

Vacuum iymp;ns 31stom. The pumps used in the 

evacuation or vai-ious parts of tho still are deacribed aa 

:rollows: 

l{yvac. Cenco, 10 liters per minute capacity, 

.340 rpm, equipped with a 1/4-1:;>, 115 v, 60 cy, ac, 

1750 19pm motor. Obtained :rx-om Central Scientific 

Company, Chicago, Illinois. One used in conjunction 

w1 th the operation o:r the McLeod gage, and one used 

to evacuate distillate-product tank nrter each traction 

was removed from still. 

Magavac. Cenco, 31 liters per minute capacit7, 

325 rpm, equipped with a 1/4-hp, 115 v, 60 cy, ac, 

1750 rpm motor. Obtained from Central Sc1ent1f1o 

Company, Chicago, Illinois. Two megavaca uoed in 

parallel as rorepumps for dif!'usion pW'Ips. 

Diff'usion. Metal, vertical, 500-milliliter oil 

capacity, 115 v, 60 cy, ac heater, water cooled. other 

speoitico..tions unknown. Obtained trom war surplus. 
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Manu1'aotured by Consolidated Vacuum Corporation 

(tormerl7 Distillation Products Industries), Rocbe•ter, 

Now York. Two pump:i used in parallel to obtain 

ultimate vacuum in system. 
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Methods of Procedure 

The redeaign and reconetruction of a five-inch 

magnetically-driven centr1!'ugal molecular still waa under-

taken to overcome d1tt1cult1es encountered in a previoua 

design<S>. The still head assembly waa completely re-

designed to eliminate leak• around the drive shart, and 

the still in general was made more flexible tor experi-

mental 1nveat1gat1ona. 

Frame. The supporting trame tor the still was 

constructed or l-1/4 by 1-1/4 by 1/8-inch angle iron, 

36 inches high, 21 inches wide, and 16 inches long. The 

construction was such that the apace between the supporting 

members was kept at a ~imum to accommodate the necessa17 

tanka, tank supports, flow lines, and pumps. The etill 

head assembly was mounted on top ot the trame and 

supported by . two 2 by 2 by Jf16-inch pieces or angle iron, 

15-1/2 inches long, welded to a 16 by 6-1/4 by 1/2-inch 

iron plate, which in turn was welded to the trame. The 

mount tor the motor was constructed .trom an iron plate, 

7 by 5-1/4 by 3/8 inches, bolted on one end to an l/8-inch 

aupporting iron brace, and welded on the other end to a 

3/8 by 16 by l-1nch piece or atrip iron. The strip iron 

and aupport were in turn bolted to the top of the frame. 
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The entire :rrame was bolted to the floor tor additional 

support with 1/4-inch diameter, 1-1/2-inoh long wall 

anchors. 

Still Head Assembly. The still head assembly, shown 

in Drawing 1, page 53 , was redesigned and reconstructed 

to include the magnetic drive, a brass base plate, a 

condenser, and a "high-form" bell jar. The material ot 
oonatruction for the assembly, with exception or the 

bell jar, wae ~rass, so as to prevent interference with 

the magnetic 1'1eld set up by the magnets. The component 

parts of the assembly are explained as follows: 

Magnetic Drive. Due to the difficulties 
(15) 

encountered by Bull in trying to prevent leaks 

through the packing around the rotor shaft, 1 t waa 

decided to eliminate any direct connection between the 

rotor shaft and the drive shart or the motor. This 

was aocom.polished by I11D.ch1ning a 6-inch diameter, 

3-1/2-inch long brass housing, item Q, to accommodate 

a 3-inch brass disk fitted with 25 permanent Alnico 

magnets; the disk was attached to one end ot the 7/8-
inch diameter inner rotor shaft, shown in 1 tem !!• 
The outer magnets were bolted to a 5-1/4-inch diameter 

machined countersunk disk, item _E, and so fitted that 

when assembled, the outer magnets would engage the 

in..~er magnets, setting up the necessary magnetic field 
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required tor the drive. The parts ot the a1sembl7 

were so machined that a minimum of air gap and 
' 

metal th1ckneaa separated the magnets; the housing 

was 1/8 of an inch thick, with approx1matel7 1/32 ot 
an inch air gap on either side. The magnets were 

arranged in alternating matching groups -- a1x, aix, 

six, and seven; alternating N-S, S-N1 N-S, and s-N, 

reapect1vel7. 

For alignment purposes, the rotor shat't waa 

machined to fit through two 1/2-inch roller bearings, 

which were press-titted and locked into a 4-inch 

diameter, 2-5/8-inch long machined sleeve. The rotor 

shaft projected through the baae plate, shown in 1tem 

~ tar enough to accommodate the face plate, rotoi-

heater, and the rotor; all shown in Drawing 2, page 55. 
The outer nange was aligned so that it would maintain 

proper oleal'ance between the housing and the magnets 

by connecting 1 t to one end of the 7/8-inch diameter 

outer drive shaft, shown in item !• The drive shaft 

was bald in place by two sets of l/2-1nch roller bearinga 

and connected by means of a nexible coupling to the 

motor, item,!, Draw1?18 1. In this manner, the inner 

magnets, flange, and rotor shaft were kept as a 

completely sealed unit, with no direct connection 

between the rotor shatt oi- the drive abaft or the motor. 
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Base Plate. To accommodate the changes necesai-

tated by the magnetic dl91ve, a new brass base plate, 

shown in item ~ had to be constructedJ it was baaed 
(14) 

on the design used b:y Bull tn his studies. Tbe 

plate was machined f:rom a brass disk 15 inches in 

diameter and 1-1/2 inches long, to accor1r.J0date taps 

for spark plugs tor heater connections, vacuum outlet, 

feed inlet, distillate and residue outlets, vacuum 

gage con..11ect1orus, residue thermocouple inlet, and 

water connections tor the condenser. A circular 

groove 8-5/16 inches I. D. by 9-5/8 inches o. D. b:y 

1/16-inch deep was cut into the tace to ac~ommodate 

the silicone rubber gasket, ~hich acted as a seal 

between the bell jar and the base plate. 

Water-Cooled Internal Condenser. To gain 

flexibility in the operation or the still, it was 

decided to employ a "high-form" bell jar, item !, 

Drawing 2, 14-1/2 inches high by 9-3/8 inches o. D., 
(19) 

instead of the low-form u:::ed by Bull • Since the 

bell jar was too long to serve as an effective 

condenser, a copper condenser, item .,E. Drawing 2. waa 

built. It consisted or a 1/8-inch copper plate, 8 

inches in d.iameter, to the back or which six con-

centric spirals or 3/16-inch copper tubing were sort 

soldered. Cooling water circulated through these 
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coils to provide the neceaa817 cool111g medium. The 

cormectiona tor th.a condenaer are shown in Drawing l. 

Features of the Still Head Assembly ?lot Affected 

by the Design. In redesigning and reoonstructing the 

still, some features of the still head assembly used 

by Bull were retained and incorporated into tho 

present still. They were the five-inch rotor{lO), 

the nanged collecting gutter<9 >, and the rotor 
(9) 

heater • These items are explained in detail in 

the above references. 

Still Acoessoriea. In the all-metal still built by 

Bull, the flow lines, tanks, and accessory equipment 
' 

were constructed or copper or copper tubing. To gain 

increased capacity and flexibility in the operation or the 

atill, the following changes were inade. 

Distilland and Residue Tanks. The d1at1lland 

and residue tanks were made larger<6> than those 

constructed by Bull in order to handle greater 

quantities or liquid. The tanks, itema .!! and b 
shown in Drawing l, constructed ot aluminum, were 

6-1/2 inches o. D. by 7 inches high, closed at both 

enda with a flat top and a concave bottom for drainage. 

They were installed in the assembly with aasorted 

aluminum swagelok tees, adaptera, and vacuum tight 

lbke valves. All lines, with the exception ot the 
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vacuum lines, were constructed or 1/4-inch aluminum 

tubing. The vacuum lines were constructed or S/16-
inch aluminum tubing. 

Distill ~te Tanlc. The distillate tank, item !,, 

was also constructed or alwninum. The tank was 4-1/2 

inches o. D. by 5 inches high, and closed at both 

endsJ the top was tlat and the bottom concave, to 

allow tor drainage. Neceaaar:y connection.s were 

provided to aC(;!)_nodate lines tor venting, evacuation, 

entry and drainage or the product. 

Thermoco;uples. The teed and residue thermo-

couples were constructed according to the procedure 
(16) described by Bull • The reed and residue thermo-

couples were inserted into their respective locatioJll 

and secured by comproasion type fittings. To eliminate 

the use of an ice bath for the cold junction, the 

following change was made. Two more thermocouples were 

constructed, si:m.1lar to the ones already described, 

and were installed into the water line through the 

run or tees; in this way the cooling water replaced 

the ice as the cold junction. The leads from the 

cold junction were brought to a terminal board, and 

to the teed and residue thermpcouplea and alao to 

the potentiometer. A schematic wiring diagram for 

the set-up is shown in Drawing 3, page 59. 
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Feed Pump and Heaters. On the recommendation 

ot Bul.1<17>, the magnetic teed pump was replaced by 

a type 4327-01-85557 positive displacement Nitralloy 

rotary gear pump; maximum capacity 20 to 25 cubic 

inches per minute at 1750 rpm. The ptmJp waa epeciall7 

machined to accommodate an oil cup and a lie> 1600 

cast iron lantern ring. When operating under vacuum 

tho oil cup maintained a continuous tUm ot oil between 

the shatt and the lantern ring, and by virtue ot thia 

oil seal the pump was made vacuum tight. 

Tho heaters uaed in the system were the same 
(7) ones emplo-yed by Bull in his design; they conaiat•d 

ot a ring-type heater element tor supplying heat to 

the rotor, a flexible sheath heater tor preheating 

the teed as it paaaod tl'om pump to rotor 1 and heating 

tape heaters tor preheating the teed tanks, and tor 

maintaining the proper temperature tor the distillate-

product tank. 

Vacuum Pl'oducing System. The vacuum pumping system 

consisted or torepumpa (megavacs), dittua1on pumps, and a 

product tank evacuating pump. 

Forepumpa. Two megavaca, connected in parallel 

to two d1tf'usion pumps, 1erved as torepumpa tor the 

vacuum system. The pumps were connected to the 
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di1'fua1on pumps through 1/2-ineh copper tubing; 

all connections were welded. 

DiffUaion Pumps. Two vertical metal d11'tua1on 

pumps were used in parallel 1n the system; the low 

pressure side of each of the pumps was connected to 

the megavacs through copper tubing. The high vacuum 

side of each pump was soldered into the run-ends ot 

a l-1/2-inch cop~or tee, the other end of which waa 

soldered to a water-cooled cold trap. The cold trap 

in torn was connected to the vacuum outlet of the 

base plate by means of a 3/4-inch copper line• All 

joints were silver-soldered to minitlize tho poas1bil1ty 

of leeks. With this arrangement, the system could 

be evacuated to S microns, S x 10-J mm Hg, absolute 

p:ressure. 

Product Tank Evacuating Pump. A product tank 

evacuating pump, similar to the one described by 
(12) Bull , was connected directly to the tank to be 

uaed in evacuating it after the collection of the 

va:rious distillate samples had boon made. 

Vacuum MeasuriAS System. The vacuum. in the system was 

measured by a standard triple scale, pump operated, McLeod 

gage; :range O to 51 000 microns. The gage was con.~eoted 

to the base plate by means of l/4-inch copper tubing, as 
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used to operate the gage. 
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• A hyvac vacuum pump was 

Panel Board. To facilitate and better control the 

operation of the molecular still, a .30-l/2 by 46 by 'J/8-
inch pine panel board was constructed, and on it were 

installed the :following itemat eight autotranaformera 

for the control or the rotor heater, the teed ~reheater, 

the rotor speed, the residue, product, teed tank, and the 

two dittusion pump heaters; two single-pole single-throw 

on-ott switches for the two hyvacs; and a double-pole 

double-throw switch tor the teed and residue thermocouples. 

An electric clock with a sweep second hand was also 

installed on the panel board. The board was mounted on 

1/2 by l/2 by l/8-inch angle iron, and anchored to the 

wall by l/8-1nch wall anchors. 

Prelim11'!812' Qperation. The preliminary operation of 

the still consisted of thormocouple calibration, vacuum 

testing, and an actual teat run to determine the ettect1ve-

ness of the modifications incorporated in the still design. 

Thel'lllOcouple Calibration. Two copper leads 

were connected from the cold junctions or the two 

copper-constantan thermocouples to a switch, which 

in turn was con.~ected to a Fisher type S potentiometer. 

The thermocouples were then calibrated by placing the 

bead or each in an oil bath together with a standard 
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thermometer and an electric stirrer. The oil bath 

was agitated, and heat was supplied by means ot an 

electric hot plate. The temperature of the bath 

was raised at approxir.1ately 20 °c intervals to a 

maximum temperature of 210 °c, and allowed to reach 

a constant value at ouch interval before any potenti-

ometer readings were recorded. Readings were also 

taken while allowing the bath to cool, again allowing 

the temporature to reach a constant value at each 

interval. A plot was then made of the potentiometer 

readings versus temperature. 

Vacuum Testing. To test the many connections, 

fittings, accessories, and other featured character-

istics of the still, ten vacuum. tests were conducted, 

with the final resu1t that a vacuum of 5 microns Hg, 

absolute pressure, could be readily attained within 

35 to 45 minutez of operation. In the construction 

ot the still, provisions were made to test parts ot 
the system separately or in cor:ibination with one 

another in such a manner as to readily isolate any 

leak that may develop. 

The first portion of the system to be tested 

for vacuum tightness waa the pumping system, oona1st-

1ng of the two megavacs and the two diffusion pwnpa. 

Thereafter as each additional component part or the 
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system was added, attempts were made to evacuate 

that particular part. If a vacuum of 30 microns 

absolute pressure or less could not be attained with-

in 45 minutes with the forepumps alone, it was 

fairly certain that a leak would be found somewhere 

in the unit under test. In the case of welded 

connections, each one was given a thin coating or 
high v~cuum grease, and if the leak was not isolated, 

then each fitting was tightened, one by one, until the 

leak was finally discovered. It was found that most 

of the leaks occurred in th.et fittings, and they were 

eliminated usually by merely tightening the compression 

f1 ttinga. No gl:yptal had to be used on the system 

a.t all, except to seal off the drain connoctiona for 

the oil on the diff'tU!lion pumps. 

Te:it Run. To te::it the general workability of 

the dos13n, a tost run was conducted on the system, 

using 0.0143 grans of 1-4 dimethyldirJninoanthraquinone 

dye dissolved in 650 I:"..111111ters of an ec:ual mixture 

of light nnd heavy ninerql oils. Tho start-up and 

oporational procodure followed ua.s the snme one as 
(lJ) 

outlined and recorn."'lended by Bull • Data were 

taken for approxir.lnte ~ual1tat1ve evaluations, but 

no attempt was made to socure any quantitative 

relationships. 
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IV• DISCUSSION 

The constructional features and design changes made 

in the molecular still, aa recommended .. in part by 
(19) 

Bull , are discussed in the following aect1on; a listing 

ot recommendat1ona for future improvements is alao given. 

Design CJa!nses in the Still 

The design changes incorporated in the const:ruct1on 

of the still are discussed in the following section. 

still Head Assembly. Complete redesign and recon-

struction ot the still head assembly included the magnet1o 

drive, base plate, and water-cooled condenser; a •high 

torm" bell jar was also made use of. 

Masnet1c Drive. Since Du11 experienced 

conaiderable difficulty in maintaining a vacuum becauae 

ot leaks around the rotor shatt, and later en-

CoWltered difficulties with the "shorting out" ot 
the drive motor when enclosed within the vacuum 

chamber, it was planned to design and build a more 

satisfactory and permanent still head arrangement. 

The first step in the construction was that of 

perfecting a magnetic drive, constructed so that 
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there would be no direct connections between the drive 

shart of the motor and the rotor shaft; thus 

eliminating leaks around the rotor shaft, and leaving 

the drive motor outside the vacuum chamber whore 

ample cooling was available. Brass was selected as 

the material of construction for all component parts 

of the still head assembly, both because of its 

non-magnetic properties and its high macllinabilit7. 

The drive itself consisted of two concentric 

brass flanges, with 25 permanent Alnico magnets 

arranged around the periphery of each one, so that 

the magnetic forces were directed between the rows 

of magnets. Tolerances were such that the magnets 

were separated by a total distance of 3/16-inch air 

gap and metal thickness. The magnets were equally 

spaced around the flanges in three groups of six 

and one group of seven; that is, six were arranged 

with all the north poles in one direction, the next 

six with al.l the north poles in tho opposite 

direction, and so on. The magnets on the outer 

flange were arranged exactly opposite to this, ao 

that proper functioning would be attained. The outer 

nange was cormected by a shaft to a 10,000 rpm type 

ADS variable speed motor• The inner flange wu 

connected through a shaft to the rotor, contained 
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inside the bell jar. Both the rotor sha.rt and the 

drive shaft rotated on two sets or roller bearings. 

In actual tests, it was found that the drive 

tunctioned very satisfactorily, provided certain 

precautions were followed when f1rat starting up 

tho speed or the rotor. Because of the small size 

and the fnct that they were somewhat separated, the 

magnots exerted a very low starting torque, as 

compared to the inertia or the rotor and the rotor 

shaft. If the motor speed were increased too fast, 

the magnets i-muld not stay "matched", o.nd the rotor 

shaft would stop, even though the motor shaft were 

still turning. Consequently. it was necessary to 

increase the speed of the motor from rest very 

slowly until the powerstat reading was 40. Ai"ter 

the rotor had reached the speed corresponding to 

this reading - approximately 1750 rpm• changes in 

the rotor speed could be made without fear of the 

magnets slipping past each other. 

Basa Plate. No radical changes were made in the 

base plate design; it was essentially the same type 
(11) 

as the one employed by Bull in his studies. 

Additional inlet and outlet connections were included 

in the baae plate to accommodate the water condenser, 

but aside from these changes, the same flow-line 
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inlets and outlets were employed. They were drilled 

and tapped to aooonnnodate 11/32-inoh aluminum 

tubing adaptors. The plate itself was :ma.chined 

from a 1-1/2-inch thick brasa plate, 15 inches in 

diameter. It was welded to the rotor housing to 

ensure a vacuum-tight seal. 

The vacuum system was connected to the base 

plate by means of 3/4-inch copper tubing; all joints 

were silver-soldered, as this method proved to be 

the most effective in preventing leaks. An absolute 

pressure ot 8 microns was obtained during the first 

vacuum test of the still head assembly, which 

indicated that the welds, connections, and fittings 

were all ve17 satisfacto17. The fact that no 

subsequent leaks developed 1n the still head during 

the remainder of the tests proved the above to be 

true. 

Water Condenser and Bell Jar. In an et.fort 

to gain flexibility in the operation of the still, a 

"high-form" bell jar was secured for use with the 

still; it was 14-1/2 inches high as opposed to the 

low-form used by Bull which was only 4-1/2 inches high. 
(20) 

In keeping with the recommendation by Bull • 
a water-cooled copper condenser w!ls constructed and 

installed within the bell jar; it will bo used to 
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obtain additional. in.formation and a possible 

correlation between tho elimination maxima and the 

distance between the cooling surface and the rotor 

surface. The condenser consisted of a smooth round 

copper plate6 l/8-inch thick and 8 inches in diSXlleter. 

on the be.ck of the condenser six turns of 3/16-inch 

copper tubing were soft soldered; the ends of the 

tubing were passed through holes at the edge of the 

copper plate and secured by means of tubing adapters 

to the water pipe and drain pipe connections. The 

pipe and tubing connections also served as the support 

for the condenser. As can ba seen from this 

arrangement, the still is very adaptable for studies 

or condenser-rotor distances, as the condenser may 

be varied over a range of 0 to 9 inchc:s from the 

rotor by merely reducing or lengthening the pipe 

connections as desired. 

still .\.cccssorics. A discussion of the chnnc;cs made 

in the still accessories, including feed, residue, and 

product tanks, thermocouples, and feed system is presented 

in the following section. 

Feed, Residue, and Product Tanks. To increase 

the capacity of the still, feed and residue tanks 

with 101 000 cubic centi.Iileters capacity and a 
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product tank with 4,000 cubic centimeters capacity 

were installed in the system. The reed and residue 

tanks were constructed from a 6-inch diameter 

aluminum pipe, while the product tanlc was constructed 

from a l~-inch pipo. The tanks were interconnected 

with 1/4-inch aluminum tubing, and fitted with the 

necessary valves, fittinGs, and c~nnoct1ons for the 

proper and moat 11.exible operation. 

The top and bottom of each tank was welded to 

the precut section of pipe, and after construction 

all tanks wore leak tested under water at 80 pounds 

per square inch, gage, air pressure. As no leaks 

were detected, the tanks wero assumed to be 

sufficiently tight for use in the vacuum system. 

Thermocouple Calibration. Because of the 

satisfactory performance of tho copper-constantan 

thermocouples used by Bul.l, it was decided to use 

the same typo again in the systen to measure the 

temperature of the reod fu~d residue. 

In e.n atterttpt to sim.plify operation, it was 

decided to u3e the cooling water ns the cold junction 

for the thermocouples, since tho temperature of the 

tap water used for cooling remains nearly constant, 

50 ~ l °F, at all tiil'los. Accordingly, another 
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thermocouple was constructed similur to the feed 

and residue thermocouples, and installed in the 

cooling water line to the condenser. Considerablo 

d1fficu1ty was experienced in trying to get the set-

up to operate at fir$t; later this was found to be 

due to the fact that tho terminal board employed in 

the systera did not provide tho proper insulation 

between the two thermocouples. The only solution 

to this problem, other than a double-pole doublo-

throw switch, was to install a second cold junction 

1n the water line; this was done, but the thermo-

couples still wou1d not fUnction properly. It was 

finally decided to imula te the cold junctions .from 

each other and the rest or the system entirely by 

placing sections or rubber hose on either side of 

tho tees that served as the connections for the 

thermocouples into the water lines. This last method 

proved to be tho solution, for after the feed and 

residue thermocouples were thus insu.la ted, they 

wore found to fUnction properly. 

Feed S';stem. 1\m.ong the changes made in the f'eed 

system were (1) the construction of all flow lines 

and tanks of alum1ntll11 and (2) the use of a nitralloy 

rotary gear feed pUillp. 
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To allow the use of the still for systems 

other than oil soluble dyes, it was decided to 

construct all flow lines, tanl,s, and other pieces 

of equipment that wore to come into contact with 

the hot reed, of aluminum. This metal was chosen 

because of its low catalytic decoriposition effect 

on hoat sensitive substances, such as fntty acids. 

Copper, on the other hand, has a very marked effect 

on these materials, as corrosion tests using stearic 

acid and samplos of copper and aluminum showed. 
(18) 

AJ.so, in keeping with Bull's recommendation , 

a now reed pump was sought which would give a steady 

continuous flow of feed to the rotor, thereby 

eliminating the pulsation and aplo.shing of the reed 

caused by the magnetic pump. It was learned (49) 

that the Northern Ordance Pump Company produced a 

rotary gear pump which operated successtul.ly under 

very high vacuum. SUch n pump, specially fitted 

with an oil cup and lantern ring, was ordered, tested, 

and found to hold a vacuum of 6 microns Hg, absolute 

pressure. An interesting featuro of the pump was 

that it held a vacuum of 6 microrus pressure while it 

was operating, but whon shut off the pressure in the 

still increased to 13 microns. 'l'his increase was 
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due to the ract that while running, the oil cup 

maintained a thin film or oil between the lantern 

ring and the shai't, which acted as an additional seal 

against leaks around tho sh.!lft. 

D1ttus1on .Pu!llp Aa3emblz. The dif'.fu.sion pump assembly 

was modified slightly in the reconstruction !'rom the set-

up used by Bull. Instead or operating them in series, 

tho pumps were placed in parallel, together with the 

rorepumps, and connected to a cold trap, which in turn 

was connected to the vacuum outlet in the base plate. 

Tests on this modified set-up indicated that optimum 

operating capacity of the two pumps could bo obtained it 

the pump boilers were tilled with 500 milliliters or 
oil, and if they were operated on 90 volts. With such 

an arrangement, 5 microns absolute pressure could be 

obtained in the system. 

Panel Board and Wiring• The construction and 

installation of tho panel boo.rd greatly centra11zed the 

operation ot tho still. All wiring trom the still, 

including thermocouples, was brought to the back or the 

panel board through conduits, and connected to the proper 

switches and powerstats. While making a test, it was 

possible for the operator to tell at a glance all the 

conditions prevailing at any one time. It also increased 
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so.fety measure a, for 1t anything happened to go wrong 

with the 1\ulctional components or the still, all controla 

could readily be reached before any extensive damage 

could be done. 

Preliminarz Operation ot the still. Al though it 

was the prime purpose or this investigation to redesign 

and reconstruct a five-inch centrif'Ugnl still, vacuum 

teats and a teat run were conducted on the system to 

ascertain whether or not the changes made in the still 

design were satisfactory .from an operational standpoint. 

These tests are discussed in the following section. 

Vacuum Testa. Aa explained previously in the 

Methods of Procedure, pages 63 through 64 , tho 

component parts of the still were separately vacuum-

tested as they were installed in the system. Most 

of the leaks were round to be arowid the adapter 

end of the Swagelok 1"1tt1ngs;these were remedied 

by merely tightening the 1"1tt1ngs into the base plate, 

or tanks, whichever the case happened to bo. The 

silver-soldered connections were carei'Ully made in 

the vacuum line, and were found to contain no 

detectable leaks. In all, due primarily to the 

carcf'ul. plllililing, use or vacuum fittings and valves 

wherever possible, and careful assembly, no major 

leaks were found in the system, and none developed 

over the period ot the vacuum tests. 
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Actual Operation ot the Still. When the still 

head assembly bad been completed• the thermocouples 

calibrated, and tha vacuum tost completed, it waa 

decided to perform an actual test run on the still. 

Accordingly, a teed mixture containing 0 .0143 gram 

ot 1-4, dimethyldiaminoanthro.quinone dye <27 > dissolved 

in 650 ndll1l1ters or eqw:J. ;c.rts of light and heavy 

mineral oils was used• 

The system was evacuated to 11 microna absolute 

preasure, the teed added, rotor speed set constant 

at 2,000 rpm,and the feed pump started. Data were 

taken from time to time to serve as a cheek on the 

operational characteristics of the still, but no 
effort to deduce any quantitative results was made. 

In general, the operation of the still was very 

successf'ill, the only resulting trouble was encountered 

in the reed line and the manner in which the teed was 

being preheated. The operation of the feed pump waa 

found to be successf'ul between reed rates of 100 to 

lSO m111111ters per minute;rates below this range 

resulted in a pulsing now rate, and rates above 

this range we:re too large for the gutter to handle 

properly, and caused the residue to spill ove:r into 

the distillate fraction. 
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As was mentioned above, the major tault with 

the present system was found to be in the manner in 

which the feed was preheated before being sent through 

the reed nozzle c.nd discharged across the rotor. Due 

to the many contractions ~nd expansions caused by 

the fittings, valves, and bypass, the reed had a 

tendency to superheat in the line fromthe teed pump 

to tho rotor. ?his auperheating of the reed, 

resulting in the formation of vapor in the feed line, 

caused considerable splashing of feed orr the rotor, 

and into the distillate fraction. This splashing 

became very pronounced at te~eratures above 130 oc. 
It was t~nought that this conci ticn cf.Jn bo remedied 

by first pumping the feed cold (75 °F) to a conste.nt 

hea.d tank, heating tho feed in tho tank to the 

distilla. tion tem:poro.turo, and then allowing it to 

feed onto tho rotor by gravity. 

In testing the system, it was also found that the 

original aluminur.i reed line wo.:.i unable to withstand 

tho heating of tho nicromc i:ire heater, and melted 

when approximately half the lino voltage had been 

appliod to tho hc3tcr. 'i1he melting point of aluminum 

is 680 °c, and al.though the tubing was insulo.ted 

i'rom direct contact with the wire heater, tho heater 

itself must have exceeded this temperature, even 
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though the temperature of the feed nowing through 

the tubing was only 130 °c. The a1um1num tubing 

wns replaced by a l/4-inch copper lino, which 

witbatood the henter temperature auccess.tully. 

It was also noted dllring the test that the 

water condenser was very effective in condensing the 

distillate. At the higher temperatures, the distillate 

was observed to run oft of the condenser in an 

almost steady now cf liquid. 
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Recommendations 

In the recommendations for fUture studies, consider-

ationa of improvement to the molecular still aase:inbl7 

are necesae.ry to advance the study of l'llOlecul.ar distill-

ation. A few of these improvements are listed 1n the 

following section. 

Use of the Feed Pw!lp and Head Tank tor Feed gystem. 

In the preliminary test made on the molecular still, it 

was observed that the ra.nge of teed rates was very am.all. 

The minimum rate tor continuous steady teed was 100 

milliliters per minute; rates below this value were un-

steady and had a tendency to pulse rather strongly. 

Because ot the limited size of the residue gutter, the 

maximum feed rate was 160 milliliters per minute. 

In order to obtain a wider range of operation and 

a more snt1staotory method ot controlling the teed rate 

below 100 millilitere per minute, it ia reconmended that 

the present feed tank be elevated at least two teet above 

the still head assembly, and the teed be introduced onto 

the rotor by means of gravity flow. Tho rates could 

then be controlled over a much wider range by one valve, 

and steady feed flow could be maintained at all times. 

The feed pump could then be used to pump the residue to 
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the overhead feed tank, 1rustead of pumping the feed 

directly onto the rotor. 

Method of Preheating the Feed. It was found in the 

present set-up;that 1s, preheating the feed in the line 

.trom the feed purllp to the rotor, that considerable 

splashing resulted probably from the feed becoming super-

heated and forming vapor pockets in the feed line. 

To ronedy this situation, it is recommended that, in 

addition to elevating the feed tank, the feed be brought 

to within five degrees or the requil ed distillation 

te::nperature in the overhead tank and then allowed to 

distill. In addition to better control, this method of 

heating wou1d probably prevent or greatly reduoe the 

tendency for the feod to superheat and vaporize 1n the 

line, and therefore eliminate the present undesirable 

splashing of the feed off tho rotor. 

In connection with heating the feed in the teed tank, 

it is also recoli1!'londod that two water-cooled aluminum 

condensers, ap~roxi!llatoly 5 inches high and 2 inches in 

diameter, be constructad nnd instr<l.led with the necessary 

fittings and valves in the vacuum line leading trom the 

.teed tank to the main vacuum line. These condensers would 

function in the following manner. b'hile the feed in the 

tank was being brought up to the desired distillation 
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temperature, the first condenser could be ~sed to collect 

and condense any feed vapors that may have evaporated from 

the liquid surface in the feed tank and passed out the 

vacuum line. 'rhe contents or this condenser could be 

recycled back into the feed tank. Once the desired 

distillation temperature was reached, and a distillate 

.fraction was started, the second condenser could be cut 

in. At the end of tho distillation time, the content a ot 
the second condenser cou1d be drained and added to the 

volumn or the fraction collected in the distillate tank. 

As long as this method is followed every time a. fraction 

is collected, any error that may bo introduced will be 

"blanked", and the resul:bs will be comparable. It is 

believed that this procedure will reduce to a great extent 

the superheating and splashing of the feed otf the rotor. 

Residue Gutter. As was mentioned previously, the 

present gutter will not adequately handle feed rates a~ove 

160 milliliters por minute, 

It is recommended that studies be made to determine 

how best to increase the capacity and tho design of the 

present gutter so that it w111 add a greater range or 
operation and oapacit7 to the molecuJa r still. 

Replacement of the Rotor Heater. It was noted in 

this investigation that full line voltage, 115 volts, was 

required by the 300 watt chromalox ring heater element 
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used to heat the rotor in order to obtain 150-degree 

Centigrade residue temperatures. It 1s recommended that 

the 300-watt heater be replaced by a 1000-watt, Type A-

66 heater which will give a greater heater capacity to 

the still. such a heater may be purchased trom Edwin 

L. Wiegand Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
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V • CONCLUSIONS 

From several tests conducted on the constructional 

features of the redesigned and recomtructed tive-inch 

magneticall7-driven centrifugal molecular still, the 

following conclusions were drawn: 

1. The magnetic drive 1'unctioned very sat1afactor117 

over a range of speed varying from Soo to 81 000 rpm, and 

:.·file: a major improvement in the operational character1st1ca 

or the molecular still. As the rotor was completel7 

sealed within the vacuum chamber, there were no direct 

connections between the rotor shaft and the drive abaft 

of the motor, and therefore no possibility tor lealca 

to develop around the shaft as all packing, bearings, etc. 1 

were eliminated. 

2. The rotary teed pump pertormed the 1'unot1ona 

necessary tor aucceast'ul operation in a vacuum system ve71' 

well. Vacuum tests showed that it held a vacuum of 10 

microns I.Jg, absolute pressure, while not operating, and 

after operating continuousl7 tor 13 hours pumping teed 

at the rate or 12.$ milliliters per minute, it succeastul~ 

held a vacuum or 6 microns or mecury, absolute pressure. 
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3. Tho use or a high-t'orm bell jar did not in 8.117 

wa7 cause serious probl~ms to develop in the operation 

of the t10lecular still. The increased cnpacity 

apparently had no effect on the efficiency of the vacuua 

pumps, as they wore still capable of eve.cue.ting the 

entire system to S microns of mccury, absolute pressure, 

within 3.5 to 40 minutes time. 

4. The water-cooled condenser 1nsta1led within the 

bell jar was very adapt at providing tho necessary 

condensing surface for the collection or the distUla te 

molecules that were evaporated :from the rotor surface. 

It was seen by actual observation that the condensation 

waa very rapid and the liquid drained oft' the condenser 

in almost a steady stream. 
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VI. SUMMAHY 

Molecular or short-path dirttillation is one form ot 
high vacu1.im distillation, and offers a means of separating 

h9at-sensit1ve, high-boiling material.s which cannot be 

separated by conventional methodis. Many of the so-called 

"undistillablea," which include the natural fats and 

waxes, sugar derivatives, petroleum residues, plasticizers, 

dyea, and a host ot other subatancea now fall within the 

scope ot moleculal' distillation. The uae or the process 

is limited, however, due to the high costs involved and 

the poor separatoey powers which are still character-

istio ot thia method or dlstlllat1on. 

Although there have been many mechanical improvements 

in tho constructional designs of the molecular atlll1 

since the earl7 beginnings of the cr~~s pot atUl:s, they 

still remain too inflexible in design and too compact 

in construction to al1ow the proper study or the fundamental 

factors affecting their performance. One of the problems 

yet to be solved satistaotor1ly is the prevention or leaka 

through the bearings and packings of the rotor shaft. It 

was the purpose o.r this investigation to redesign and 

:reconstruct a ti ve-inch magr1et1cally-dr1 ven centrifugal 
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molecular still, and by .so doing to eliminate leaks 

around the rotor shaft by encloaing the rotor within 

the still head, and to gain flexibility by the use ot a 

high-:form bell jar, snd a uator-cooled condenser. 

The still head nssembly consisted of a number ot 
integrated unit~, many or which were o:f the eame design 

and construction as tho units used in other stills by 

previous investigators. Soae 0 r tho more important 

changes were; a maenetic drive, consisting or an inner 

i"lange or ma~ets connected to the rotor sha1't, and an 

outer flange of magnate connected to the drive ahaf't of 

the motor, a nitralloy rotary gear teed pump, epecially 

.titted and mnstructed as a vacuum ti~ht unit, and a 

water-cooled copper condo•1ser, so constructed that ita 

distance from the rotor surface could be varied. The teed, 

residua, a nd distillate tanks, as well as all t'low line• 

for the feed, were «> nstructed or aluminum or aluminum 

tubingJ the vacuum lines were constructed of copper tubing, 

and all joints on the vacuum lines were either bronzed or 

a1lver-3oldered to minimize the possibilities or leaks. 

All other constructional features of the still, such as 

electrical connections, vacuum connections to the base 

plate, bell jar seal, and thermocouple construction, were 

tho same as used by previous investigators. 
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